Soft robotics and its related technologies enable robot abilities in several robotics domains including, but not exclusively related to, manipulation, manufacturing, human -robot interaction and locomotion. Although field applications have emerged for soft manipulation and human-robot interaction, mobile soft robots appear to remain in the research stage, involving the somehow conflictual goals of having a deformable body and exerting forces on the environment to achieve locomotion. This paper aims to provide a reference guide for researchers approaching mobile soft robotics, to describe the underlying principles of soft robot locomotion with its pros and cons, and to envisage applications and further developments for mobile soft robotics.
Introduction
Mobile robots have the main goal of extending the exploration capabilities of humans, by providing access to dangerous structures, extreme environments or unreachable areas. The new technologies and principles underpinning soft robotics, which aim to obtain gentle and safe interaction with the environment, adaptability and energy harvesting [1] , are, therefore, appealing tools for mobile robotics researchers.
Soft robotics is a relatively young field, and is still redefining some design, control and fabrication methods [2] , which may significantly diverge from traditional ones. To deal with these innovative requests, researchers in soft robotics are finding much inspiration in Nature's solutions, which have successfully evolved animals with soft bodies, compliant joints, deformable shells and other strategies which could be harvested by researchers in robotics [3] . The locomotion of animals is deeply studied and covers a wide range of different gaits, underpinned by diverse physical principles which are well known in the literature. In this paper, we will follow the classification of locomotion proposed in a seminal work [4] , where fundamentals, high-abstract models and principles were proposed to describe the locomotion of common animals. Likewise, this work has the purpose of providing the reader with a reference guide to the principles behind a specific soft locomotion, thereby to approach the appropriate physical paradigm in which to design and develop mobile soft robots (figure 1). It is worth mentioning that soft robotics is a heterogeneous, multi-disciplinary field to which belong a number of actuation strategies, materials, models, compliant and deformable structures, and so on. Owing to these observations, there are several definitions of soft robotics [1] . In this work, we do not want to restrict this field to specific solutions; rather, we use the broadest definition of mobile soft robots (or soft robotics technology). In this review, we consider as part of this field each robot for which locomotion is enabled by deformable (due to inherent or structural compliance) components or which relies on such deformable components to increase quantitative or qualitative performance. This is a rephrasing of the soft robotics definition provided in [7] . As will be seen in the referenced works, within this definition we can include each robot claimed to be soft by the research community, excluding only robots where the compliance is obtained by active control [8] , which are beyond the scope of this paper.
This review paper is structured as follows. Each section, which represents a specific gait, will start with a brief description of the animals' principles of locomotion. We will then describe the soft robotic solutions which have been used to & 2017 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
replicate these fundamental principles; we will also describe the possible advantages brought by a soft body. Finally, the section Conclusions and further perspectives describes the possible application fields of mobile soft robots, both from a robotic and a bio-robotic point of view.
Crawling: two-anchor, peristaltic
Crawling animals, being mostly made of compliant tissues, are perfect models for mobile soft robots. Crawling locomotion includes several different gaits, and possibly refers also to (apparently) unorganized body motions which provide locomotion, such as babies' crawling. Although there are different ways of crawling, most of them are friction-based. In this section, we report specific crawling gaits which have been identified in caterpillars, worms and leeches, and then we show how their fundamental principles also apply to multi-limb robots.
Two-anchor crawling
Two-anchor crawling has been extensively studied in caterpillars, but the principle underlying it applies to a large range of animals. Consider the schematic model of an animal crawling on the ground, as shown in table 1. The animal moves forward by lengthening and shortening its body. Forward locomotion is due to a friction coefficient that is lower in the forward direction than in the backward direction (F x , F Àx , anisotropic friction). This property is modelled with backward-oriented bristles on the ventral part of the animal, but biological solutions also include prolegs or suckers that anchor the body, setae, mucus that has anisotropic properties and many other strategies. Bristles prevent the hind and fore parts of the body from sliding backward when the animal lengthens and shortens its body, respectively. A detailed mathematical description of this gait is presented in [9] .
Robotics replicas focus on the elongating/shortening capability and on the realization of the differential friction. The pioneer of soft crawling robots was inspired by the moth Manduca sexta and used shape memory alloys (SMAs) to deform a body made of silicone [10] . Elongation and shortening is not necessarily realized in the linear implementation presented in table 1, but it can also be obtained by rising and sprawling the central parts of a body, while the distal parts provide the anisotropic friction [11] . This strategy was implemented in several robotic prototypes, where the actuations were provided by SMA tendons [12] or via electric motors and soft tendons [13] that bent a three-dimensionalprinted rubber body. Another approach was followed by [14] , who described a crawler with a body that was manufactured using a technique inspired by the Japanese art of origami. Actuation relied on SMA wires, and anisotropic friction was realized with two bristles at the edges of the body. Finally, a multi-segment purely elongating body (artificial annelid robot) was presented in [15] , where electro-active polymer (EAP) membranes pushed the segments of the annelid robot, while stiff feathers resembling setal hairs provided the anisotropic friction. Other simple ways to implement the required friction include the employment of slippery pads at the edges of the body to reduce friction with the ground when the body is tilted over a threshold angle [13] , bristles at the distal parts of the body [14] or the usage of controlled adhesion pads [11] .
Two-anchor crawling is also used by some limbed animals, which actually have robotic replicas, including a Figure 1 . Examples of soft robots designed for different locomotion modalities: peristaltic crawling (a) (adapted from [5] , credits to M.P. Nemitz, Wormbot); walking (b); walking and crawling (c); jumping (d ) (credits to C. Stefanini, cricket robot); morphing wing flight (e), (adapted from [6] , credits to M. Di Luca, morphing wing drone); jet propulsion swimming (f ); undulation swimming (g); vibration-based (h) and morphing wheels (i). (Online version in colour.)
pneumatic actuated tetrapod crawler [16] , an octopus-inspired, cable-driven robot [17, 18] and a five-limbed starfish-like robot actuated by SMA [19] . It is worth mentioning that this limbed-crawling category is made up of multi-gait robots, which can usually also walk [16, 20] . Although this strategy could also be implemented in rigid robots, a soft body brings qualitative advantages related to conformability to unstructured environments and the possibility of obtaining delicate contacts. These advantages are shared by peristaltic robots, and will be reported in more detail in the next section.
Crawling by peristalsis
Peristaltic locomotion is employed by many worms, and the typical example is the common earthworm. Worms can be made of a single or multiple muscular hydrostat, which couples radial contraction of the body with axial elongation [21] . With respect to two-anchor crawling, the body of the animal does not contract as a whole; rather, a wave of radial contraction (and axial elongation) travels backward along the body, pushing the animal forward. The body segments of an earthworm lengthen and shorten in turn (table 1) . Friction limits the portion of the body that can be moved to allow locomotion. If we consider a fraction n of a unitary body elongating at a certain time, the maximum part which can be elongated is n , ðm Àx =m Àx þ m x Þ, depending on the friction coefficients of the anchoring (m Àx ) and the moving segments (m x ). This highlights another difference from two-anchor crawling: anisotropic friction is not strictly required for peristaltic crawling. When forward and backward friction coefficients are the same, less than half of the body should be contracted simultaneously to perform locomotion. The concurrent action of contraction/elongation is elegantly reproduced by rhomboidal braided structures in [22 -24] . Softworm is made of a flexible mesh wrapped with tendons that are actuated by an electric motor [22] . An accurate mathematical model for Softworm is presented in [25] , along with three different control strategies to minimize friction and enhance speed. The Meshworm robot category [23] includes models that are actuated by NiTi coils of SMA wrapped in a spiral pattern and arranged longitudinally for steering.
An alternative solution for providing peristalsis was proposed in [26] , where a silicone four-segment robot was actuated by SMA springs. Subsequent activation of SMA springs caused the robot to contract in the longitudinal direction, whereas antagonistic behaviour in the radial direction was obtained with the passive compliant structure of the silicone shells (of quasi-spherical shape). A recent approach with silicone body segments was proposed by Wormbot [5] , where voice coils were used for actuation, communication and sensing. Finally, a closer focus on endoscopy application is found in [27] , where pneumatic actuation was employed. The authors presented a robot made of three pneumatic artificial muscles in series. Each muscle was made of an inflatable bladder inside a tubular mesh of inelastic material. By considering a unitary body, the part of the body which is not elongated [1 2 n] should provide an anchor for the portion of the body n which is elongating: this means that the friction force in the backward direction should be smaller than that in the forward direction.
From this relationship, we can estimate the portion of the body which can be elongated during each cycle. serpentine
The body is subjected to an oscillatory motion, such that a small element of mass dm is moving in direction v and is subject to a friction force of F. If we split F into its tangential f t and axial f a components (with respect to the body), forward locomotion is possible when tangential m t and axial m a friction coefficient are properly designed with respect to body motion, w.
Exploitation of deformable components for:
Adaptation to the environment; capability to work in harsh conditions; resilience to damages; reduced number of actuators.
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Arguably, there are several extremely heterogeneous crawling soft robots. Some of them have been purposely implemented to mimic animals and gain insights into biological principles, whereas others have exploited soft body features to enhance (or enable) locomotion. A key motivation for crawling soft robots is their intrinsic capability to adapt to the environment. A soft body is considered helpful in a confined space, among debris [11, 12] , inside the human body [27] and generally in any situation where robots should adapt gently to the environment. This is effectively achieved by crawling robots, which are among the few mobile robots which can be entirely built of soft components [13, 16, 24, 28] . Moreover, a soft body is a perfect means by which to implement continuous motion without multicomponent mechanisms; peristaltic waves, bending limbs and elongations could be easily implemented with simple actuation, exploiting elastic properties of the body. Finally, crawling soft robots show potential to work in harsh conditions, being resilient to impacts [24] and severe compressions [29] .
Serpentine crawling
The continuously deformable body of a snake is crossed by a wave of deformation, and forward locomotion is achieved depending on the friction coefficients in play. Consider the schematic of a snake crawling shown in table 1. The snake's body is represented as a perfect sinusoid. The snake advances only if the forward component of transverse frictional force F t is greater than the backward component of axial frictional force F a , which yields a relationship between the curvature of the snake and the friction coefficients tanw , m t =m a .
Although snake-inspired soft robots could be envisioned, serpentine crawling robots have been mostly implemented by means of hyper-redundant chains of rigid links. To the best of the authors' knowledge, Onal & Rus [30] , Luo et al. [31] and Yuk et al. [32] report the only examples of serpentine crawling robots made of soft material. In [30, 31] , a snake-inspired robot made of four fluidic elastomeric actuators in series was presented, in which anisotropic friction (tangential and axial) was obtained by means of passive wheels. Finally, in [32] an SMA-actuated robot was described, inspired by the serpentine crawling of the Caenorhabditis elegans worm. This robot was made of 12 body segments, each actuated with two dual SMA spring units. Anisotropic friction was realized with a silicone cover on the robot and the channel's walls.
Legged locomotion: hopping, running and walking
Legs enable dexterous locomotion and there is a vast amount of studies concerning legged robotics, such that a complete survey is out of the scope of this paper. In this section, we will highlight soft features relevant for legged locomotion, and we refer interested readers to other aspects of specific works. The fundamental model for dynamic legged locomotion is the spring-loaded inverted pendulum (SLIP) [33] , where the compliance of the whole leg (including tendons, muscles, joints, etc.) is synthesized by an elastic element, while the whole body is represented by a point mass (table 2 ). This simple model effectively describes the locomotion of a great variety of different animals (including humans) that use running and hopping gaits [34] , and has been successfully translated into several robotic prototypes. Straightforward replicas of compressible legs have employed pneumatic elements [35] or elastic springs [36, 37] , whereas more elaborate designs have used flexible structural elements [38, 39] , a C-shaped foot [40, 41] , bow-like legs [42] or springs that mimic muscle-tendon systems [43] . Similar to multi-legged animals [34] , multi-legged robots could base their locomotion on the SLIP model by considering the equivalent contribution of parallel springs [44] , so that the system is considered to have a single virtual leg.
Although the above examples have softness only in specific parts, they rely on those components to improve their performance. It is worth mentioning three key aspects that highlight the role of compliant components. First, compliance in legs reduces the external disturbances without the need for feedback control [45, 46] , a concept that is considered essential for complex dexterous locomotion, and a sought-after capability in mobile robots [47] . Second, energy harvesting could be obtained by exploiting compliant elements of the system [48, 49] or by properly matching actuation, leg and body compliance [50] . Third, the role of a compliant body in legged locomotion has been further explored in behavioural diversity [51, 52] with minimum control.
Finally, when we are referring to slower gaits (such as walking), the SLIP model still provides an accurate description for the bipedal walking of humans [53] ; however, this model has only a few robotic counterparts [54] [55] [56] . Most soft multi-legged robots employ a different principle for walking: they move legs and body to keep the centre of gravity always inside the polygon of support (table 2) . This was the first strategy used by rigid legged robots [57] , and it is a concept often used by robots with soft pneumatic legs [16, 58, 59] , SMA and spring systems [60] , and EAPs [61] . In those gaits, soft bodies or structures are exploited to adapt to different conditions, move inside confined spaces, or reduce the force exerted on the environment.
Jumping gait
Jumping is a very effective locomotion modality used by numerous animals, ranging from frogs to grasshoppers to small mammals [4] . In this gait, the body starts from a resting position (with zero speed) while elastic elements accumulate potential energy (within muscles or connective tissues) to initiate a quasi-ballistic throw toward the next position. The body then stops in the novel position, and energy is accumulated again for the next jump (table 3) .
Although some jumping robots are built completely with hard materials [62] , most of them employ elastic elements to store energy and mechanisms to provide mechanical advantages during the energy accumulation phase [63] . Energy storage could be coupled with joint positions of the leg, in the so-called parallel-elastic configuration. Robots of this category have reached impressive jumping performance. A locust-inspired, cable-driven robot with torsional springs has jumped the highest distance (approx. 3 m) to date [64] , but four-bar linkage robots with linear springs closely follow [65, 66] . Those robots also express multimodal locomotion, coupling jumping and gliding in one case [65] , and rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 14: 20170101 jumping and crawling in the other [66] . Multimodal locomotion is an emerging field, and interested readers may refer to Low et al. [67] . Another category encompasses serial-elastic configurations. In these designs, leg position and energy storage is decoupled, allowing power modulation via mechanical design of the leg mechanisms. Crossed fourbar linkages [68] , six-and eight-bar mechanisms [63] and C-leg structures [69] are all examples of serial-elastic configurations. These robots have shown lower vertical jumping performance, yet they have greater jumping agility than their parallel-elastic counterparts [70] .
Recently, additive manufacturing has allowed the exploitation of local deformation of soft robots in order to optimize certain characteristics of manipulating or moving robots. Specifically in [71] , the distribution of nine levels of different stiffness was studied to optimize the performance of a jumping soft robot powered by combustion. Simulations and experimental results demonstrated that a rigid body enabled longer jumps than its soft counterpart; however, the landing provoked significant damages to the robot structure. Conversely, despite reducing the performance of the locomotion, a body built with a gradient of stiffness was a suitable tradeoff to significantly reduce the damage upon impact, yet allow the performance of long jumps. Outer compliant structures can also be exploited to control jumping direction, a problem which is otherwise difficult to solve. The compliant cage presented in [72] was used to protect the leg mechanism and direct the robot, by which a sequence of consecutive jumps was achieved. Finally, fully compliant jumping robots can be designed by exploiting a deformable outer shell and SMA, as illustrated in [73] .
Compliant elements play a significant role both in jumping animals [74] and in robots. In animals, the manner in which the legs' bio-mechanics exceed the maximum power output allowed by the muscle alone has been demonstrated [75] . Similarly, one key advantage of jumping soft robots Table 2 . Principles of running and walking. The last row highlights, in a synthetic way, how soft components are exploited in this locomotion. Exploitation of deformable components for:
Self-stabilization in running; energy harvesting; behavioural diversity; adaptability to the environment. 
A jumping gait is usually made up of two distinct phases:
the stance phase and ballistic flight. During the stance phase, which can even last several seconds (t s ), the robot prepares the jump by charging an elastic element.
It then starts ballistic flight with an initial velocity v 0 , which usually last less of a few seconds (t f ). The mean horizontal speed is the length of the jump divided by the overall time required to prepare and execute the jump.
Exploitation of deformable components for:
Power modulation; resilience to damages at landing; increased controllability.
can be identified in the proper exploitation of power modulation. Jumping mechanisms can be designed to release the energy stored during the slow charging phase in a short period, resulting in a certain mechanical advantage [63] . Serial configurations exploit this power-modulating behaviour and allow decoupling of the orientation of the leg from energy storage, resulting in an optimal usage of energy and increased agility [70] . The second core feature of jumping soft robots is the reduced amount of damage sustained in the landing phase. Flexible structures and deformable shells have been used to pursue this goal [3, 72] , but the whole body could also be made of soft materials to significantly reduce the impact forces at touch-down [71] .
Flying gaits
Animals employ wings in two main different flying gaits: gliding, where the wing is kept almost fixed and exploits airflows for movement, and flapping, where flight is powered by continuously moving the wing in periodic movements. By taking an aerofoil (or a wing) with velocity v relative to air as a reference (table 4) , according to Bernoulli's principle the difference in the velocities of air particles on the upper and lower sides of the aerofoil induces a difference in pressure, which ultimately causes the generation of a lift force in the form F l ¼ ð1=2Þr air A l v 2 C l , where A l is the wing area and C l is the lift coefficient that synthesizes the effect of many factors, including the wing shape and angle of attack. At the same time, air will exert drag on the aerofoil in the form
where C d is the drag coefficient. Animals, as well as soft robots, harness these forces to perform flights.
From the beginning of aviation, the Wright brothers realized some of the potential benefits of having deformable wings; yet from the 1930s onwards, stiff wing structures were preferred because they could withstand larger forces, and allowed greater payloads and speeds. In the last 30 years, the advent of new actuation technologies, such as SMA and piezoelectric actuators, flexible lightweight materials and powerful computational tools, has renewed the interest in wings that can adapt their shape to flying conditions, socalled morphing wings, and many works and prototypes are now available in the literature.
Fixed wing (gliding)
In fixed wing flight, thrust and lift are generated independently. Regardless of the source, thrust must balance drag in the horizontal direction to achieve forward locomotion. In the vertical direction, lift must balance weight to remain airborne. The wing design critically affects the generation of aerodynamic forces acting directly on parameters A d , A l , C d and C l . The concept of a shape morphing wing has been extensively researched in the field of fixed (rigid) wing aircraft and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), but very few prototypes have been fabricated or flight tested [76] . For example, in [77] telescopic wings that can extend their span length with pneumatic actuation were presented. More recently, in [78] a multimodal UAV that can fly and start a diving manoeuvre by folding its wings like those of a seabird was described.
Soft technology can be applied in the implementation of morphing wings, both on the surface or in the structure of the wing. In [79] , by means of a vacuum pump and flexible skin, it was shown that it is possible to expand the vehicle flight envelope without gaps and discontinuities in the wing profile that would increase the drag, whereas in [80, 81] a wing with a honeycomb-like structure was actuated 
In fixed wing flight, thrust is not provided by the wing itself. The wing has a relative velocity v with respect to the air, which generates two orthogonal forces depending on the shape of the wing: the lift force Improve aerodynamics forces; reduced drag; energy optimization; increase power/weight ratio.
Many ideas that led to the development of morphing wings in aircrafts have been inspired by birds; however, there exist examples of flying robots for which biological inspiration is more explicit. Membrane wings can be regarded as a special case of morphing wings that are made of a flexible skeleton and a thin membrane that accommodates its shape to the aerodynamic flow, with the further benefit of being extremely lightweight and thus requiring limited energy for actuation. In [82] , the authors took inspiration from bat wings to investigate the generation of aerodynamic forces with different wing aspect ratios, and with low Reynold's numbers and ground effect regimes [83] . The authors suggested that an increase in lift generation and smooth gust rejection can be achieved thanks to the oscillations of the membrane that energize the boundary layers, allowing a longer flow attachment. Finally, in [6] another type of morphing wing featuring feathers attached to the leading edge was designed and integrated on a drone.
Flapping wing ( powered forward flight and hovering)
In flapping wing flight, lift and thrust are generated at once by moving air backward and downward in the flapping motion (table 4) . Birds and insects harness this principle very efficiently by continuously changing the angle of attack and wing profile during flapping. Considering lift forces, this complex wing motion has the effect of changing the values of A l and C l over a flapping cycle to regulate and optimize the generation of aerodynamic forces. The body tends to be aligned with the airflow to reduce drag and to generate some extra lift by harnessing forward velocity. Much of what has been said concerning morphing wings is still valid in flapping wing flight, but more benefits can be achieved by exploiting elastic and deformation properties of specific components when a flapping motion is in place. Flapping wings continuously accelerate and decelerate, and much energy can be saved with an elastic driving mechanism. In [84] , inspired by the elastic behaviour of insects' thoraces, a crank slider featuring two tensional springs to drive the flapping was studied. Simulations showed improved driving efficiency thanks to continuous storing and releasing of energy in the springs. The generation of aerodynamic forces could be further improved with an adequate deformation of the wing over the flapping cycle. This can be passively obtained with a specific stiffness profile. In [85] , the benefits of a flexible wing in comparison to a rigid one were experimentally demonstrated using a robotic platform to reproduce the flapping motion, and measuring lift and drag forces, and position of the centre of pressure for a set of different wings. More recently, in [86] a technique to fabricate membrane wings with micro-wrinkles was presented. A very fine modulation of the stiffness profile of the wing could be easily detected by acting on the configuration of the wrinkles. Experimental comparison of flat and wrinkled wings showed that it is possible to generate more than double the lift when the micro-wrinkles are oriented chordwise. Efficient generation of aerodynamic forces has also been obtained by reducing, as observed in birds, the amount of negative lift produced during the upstroke by folding the wing. In [87] , a wing design based on a compliant carbon-fibre rod was proposed to passively switch from a compliant behaviour in the upstroke to a stiff behaviour in the downstroke. Moreover, the distributed bending of this wing design helped to relieve the torque load on the motor. Membrane wings have also been implemented on flapping wing robots, such as RoboRaven [88] , where biaxially oriented polyethylene terephthalate (Mylar) wings were designed to passively deform in the presence of load to optimize the generation of aerodynamic forces. Similarly, in [89] a bat-inspired flying robot was designed in order to achieve the great agility of its biological counterpart and to verify a biological hypothesis concerning how these animals fly. In particular, the design of the wings exploited synergies observed in the wing motion to reproduce the natural movements of wings without mimicking their complex structure.
Hummingbirds and many insects are capable of staying airborne at zero forward velocity. This flying gait is called hovering, and is performed by flapping wings at a higher rate compared to animals and robots described in the previous paragraph. The principle is the same as that behind flapping wings, but the angles of attack of the wings are set to favour the generation of lift over thrust. Hovering animals and robots cannot rely on lift generated from forward velocity and thus, robotic implementations must meet very strict weight constraints to achieve flight. Hovering robots can benefit from flexible materials and smart actuation to achieve high efficiency in lift generation without a substantial increase in weight. In [90] , very small and light robots with masses of 80 mg each, inspired by dipteral flies, were presented. They were actuated with a high power density piezoelectric muscle and equipped with passive compliant flexures to regulate the pitching motion of wings during flapping without the need for more actuators. A similar strategy was adopted in [91] , where the wings of a dragonfly-inspired robot were designed to provide a torsional motion in response to the flapping driven by a piezoelectric actuator. This concept was further investigated by comparing rigid and flexible wings with the latter, achieving optimal lift production [92] .
Swimming gaits
Recently, the field of underwater robotics has grown considerably due to the increasing demand for machines capable of replacing human operators in a wide range of risky and complex applications. Driven by the impressive capabilities of underwater animals, some researchers have taken inspiration from nature to develop robots with performance and efficiency comparable to their biological counterparts.
Locomotion in water shares some similarities with flight, specifically in the generation of hydrodynamic forces. The category of lift-induced swimming resembles flapping wing flying; however, the differences between water and air have allowed the development of locomotion strategies based on other physical principles, such as drag-powered swimming and swimming by jet propulsion.
Hereafter, we will present four separate swimming gaits, but it is worth mentioning that they are often used in combination and that a conclusive disambiguation is only possible via hydrodynamic analysis.
rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 14: 20170101 6.1. Lift-powered swimming A wide range of animals propel themselves in water thanks to the hydrodynamic lift generated by their fins or limbs, harnessing the same principle described for flapping wing flying. A hydrofoil moving in water at velocity v is subject to a hydrodynamic lift orthogonal to the streamflow, in the form of L ¼ 1 2 r water Av 2 C, where A and C describe the geometry and orientation of the hydrofoil and r water is the density of water (table 5) . By taking as a reference tables 4 and 5, we can highlight the differences between the definitions of lift for flight and swimming. In flight, we referred to lift as the vertical component of aerodynamic forces generated on the foil, whereas in swimming we refer to lift as the resultant hydrodynamic force, thus generating forward thrust. Depending on the animal, hydrofoils can take very different forms, such as vertically oriented caudal fins (tuna), horizontally oriented caudal fins (cetaceans), extended pectoral fins (manta rays), flippers (turtles) and differences in the motion of the hydrofoils occur accordingly.
Motivated by the swimming performance of the mentioned animals, many researchers have attempted to mimic their locomotion strategy and muscular structures. Three manta-inspired robots, respectively, employing pneumatic, SMA wires and ionic polymer metal composite (IPMC) actuators can be found in [93 -95] . The best performance in terms of velocity, however, was achieved by the manta-robot in [96] , which used DC servomotors along with flexible silicone fins designed to optimize the generation of hydrodynamic forces. Regardless of the kind of actuation, improved efficiency in the generation of hydrodynamic forces has been obtained by placing the actuators in the fore part of flexible silicone hydrofoils to allow a passive deformation of the hind part. In [97, 98] , two turtle-like robots featuring smart soft composite (SSC) flippers that twist and bend were presented. These solutions allowed the generation of a forward component of lift throughout the whole beating cycle, with the further benefit of limiting the overall weight of the robot.
Swimming by undulation
In lift-induced swimming, fishes propel themselves by swinging their tail and keeping their body in a relatively fixed attitude. Closer observation has found waves of bending travelling across the fore part of their bodies, but with a much smaller amplitude with respect to their tails and thus the approximation is accepted [4] . There exist animals for which this approximation does not hold, however, since the bending waves involve the whole body (table 5). These animals are said to swim by undulation. The velocity of bending waves must be greater than the velocity of the animal to set water in transverse motion relative to the body.
Similar to the serpentine crawling category, to the authors' knowledge, most undulating robots are made of hyper-redundant chains of rigid links, despite a simulation study envisaging that a single actuator could be used in combination with the elastic properties of the body [99] . Robots with a long streamlined body inspired by eels [100] or lampreys [101, 102] can be very useful for exploring narrow environments without the obstacle of limbs. They can swim efficiently thanks to their flexible bodies actuated by SMA wires, which have high power/weight ratios and allow energy storage when negative work is performed during undulation [103] . The principle of swimming by undulation was also implemented in a tiny tadpole-like robot [104] for in-body exploration. Soft actuators such as IPMC allowed the miniaturisation of the robot and a safe interaction with human body. Finally, a manta-robot was developed in [105] , with the aim of exploring the possibilities of EAP actuators. In contrast with the lift-induced manta robots, the undulation of mantas' fins was reproduced via distributed actuation, i.e. eight EAP artificial muscles per fin, controlled to achieve an undulating motion.
Drag-powered swimming
Propulsion in water can also be achieved by harnessing water drag. Animals such as fish, frogs and even some insects use their fins or limbs as oars, pushing water backwards and gaining thrust from the drag exerted in the opposite direction which, to achieve forward locomotion, should exceed drag acting on the body of the animal. Animals swimming by drag may seem to have similar styles to animals that gain thrust from hydrodynamic lift, but there are clues that can help in the disambiguation. All drag-powered swimmers move their oars back and forth with respect to water because they actively push it backwards and do not simply deflect it. For the same reason, their oars tend to be at right angles to the streamflow [4] .
This way of swimming is specifically (but not exclusively) employed by animals in manoeuvres, fast starts and stops, and hovering; hence, many robots that require a small turning radius or possess agility requirements successfully employ this principle. At a centimetre scale, these features were implemented on fish-like robots propelling themselves with a caudal fin made of ionic conducting polymer film (ICPF) or SMA for medical applications [106, 107] and IPMC with polyvinyl chloride films [108] . A bigger fishinspired robot was presented in [109] , along with studies on the fin design to optimize thrust generation. Recently, two robots inspired by the whirligig beetle were presented in [110, 111] . This insect uses its appendages as oars, very similarly to a rowing boat. Both works focused on the maximization of thrust during the power stroke and minimization of drag during the recovery stroke. In [110] , the multisegmented leg of the beetle was simplified to a silicone rubber compliant leg actuated from the proximal part and left free to deform to generate maximum thrust. The design was based on an optimization problem and the use of only one actuator combined with the compliancy of the oars brought the further benefit of a simplified control, whereas in [111] a similar approach was followed to optimize the deflection of six identical polydimethylsiloxane swimming appendages with nylon rods embedded in the mould.
Moreover, softness enabled the implementation of two multi-gait robots capable of generating high acceleration with rapid escape manoeuvres. The elastic bodies of two robotic fish in [112, 113] were bent in a C-shape to accumulate potential energy that was then suddenly released, resulting in a body swing that propelled the robots forward. In [113] , the C-shape bending was achieved using a body made entirely of fluidic elastomer actuators (FEAs), whereas in [112] the rubber body of the fish, supported by a spring steel backbone, was kept in the initial shape with a fishing line that was then cut by a pneumatic cutting mechanism. Finally, in [114] an octopus-inspired robot used eight silicone arms to perform sculling (oar-like) and undulation locomotion.
rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 14: 20170101 Table 5 . Principles of swimming locomotion. The last row highlights, in a synthetic way, how soft components are exploited in this locomotion. Lift-induced swimming is quite similar to flapping wing flying, but the medium through which the propelling fin is moving is water. Owing to its high density, water allows lift-induced swimming to occur at a slower speed than in air, yet the movement of the fin is optimized to keep a resulting forward thrust. Hydrodynamic analysis reveals subtle details of this kind of locomotion, but the basic movement is a periodic oscillation of one or more fins in the direction orthogonal to the velocity of the body.
When the oscillation involves nearly the whole body, we refer to this gait as undulation. The undulation usually increases in magnitude both in robots and animals by starting from the head, where it is almost null and reaching its maximum at the end of the body.
drag induced
In drag-induced swimming, we distinguish a recovery stroke (1) and a propulsive stroke (2) . Similar to rowing, during the recovery stroke robots minimize the frontal area S d of the paddle to avoid backward pushes, then the paddle orientation is changed to maximize S d and to obtain the maximum force during the propulsive stroke (2) . The relative velocity of the water with respect to the paddle (arrows in figure) is essential to provide thrust.
In jet propulsion, a mass of water m is first ingested into the chamber with a certain speed v i , then it is expelled with another one v o . The variation of the linear momentum (mv) produces thrust during the filling and expulsion actions; in the figure, both actions contribute to forward locomotion.
Exploitation of deformable components for:
Energy storage; high power/weight ratio; reduced hydrodynamic drag; energy recovery from added mass; reduced noise; safe interactions with the environment.
In this category of swimmers, the use of soft, deformable materials enables medical applications by allowing a safer interaction with humans' inner body parts [106, 107] . Flexible swimming appendages can be exploited to harvest energy by continuously storing and releasing energy in the elastic oars and inducing changes in the surface area of the oars to increase thrust in the power stroke and reduce drag in the recovery stroke [110, 114] . Finally, an elastic deformable body allows the storage and sudden release of energy, enabling fast starting that resembles the escape manoeuvres of some fish [112, 113] .
Common benefits of a soft implementation can be highlighted for the previously mentioned swimming gaits. The use of flexible materials and smart actuators allows the reduction of hydrodynamic drag thanks to the smooth, continuous, wrinkle-free bodies of the robots [115] . Moreover, the use of smart actuators characterized by a high power/ weight ratio is crucial for obtaining neutral buoyancy and good propulsion efficiency, and dramatically reducing the level of noise introduced by the robots underwater [106, 108] .
Swimming by jet propulsion
Jet propulsion is a swimming gait employed by several softbodied animals. This mode of locomotion is implemented, with small differences, by scallops, octopi, cuttlefishes, nautiluses, jellyfishes, squids, salps and others; however, the fundamental mechanism is based on the sequential ingestion and expulsion of a finite mass of water. The underlying physical principle is the conservation of linear momentum (table 5) of the inward and outward mass of water. The variation in the linear momentum over time, inward and outward, propels the body forward with a certain thrust [4] .
This gait shows advantages (especially in acceleration and manoeuvrability) that have motivated its implementation on several rigid body vehicles [116, 117] , and the study for soft-bodied solutions [118] . Surprisingly, despite the widespread occurrence of this gait among numerous soft animals, only a few soft robotics counterparts have so far been developed. To the authors' knowledge, the first example of a jet propulsion soft robot was the jellyfish-inspired robot presented in [119] . The design of this robot was a faithful reproduction of its biological counterpart. The robot was made of an umbrella-like silicone body actuated by SMAs to enforce the inflation/ejection routine. This pioneering robot was followed by several alternative implementations employing a multi-wall carbon nanotube as a power supply [120] , ionic polymer metal composites as actuators [121] , iris mechanisms actuated by DC motors [122] and a dielectric elastomer actuator [123] as a shape-changing mechanism.
The other category of soft-bodied jet propulsion robots draws inspiration from cephalopods. The torpedo-like mantle of the Octopus vulgaris was accurately replicated in [124] by means of a silicone shell, and actuated by a DC motor and cables. Actuation routines, design and control were further investigated to increase the performance of the robot [125] [126] [127] . Squid jet propulsion inspired the development of a silicone chamber compressed by SMAs [128] , whereas multi-nozzle three-dimensional-printed propellers were developed in [129] .
Additional key advantages of soft-bodied devices over their rigid counterparts are especially evident in cephalopod-inspired shape-changing designs. The shrinkage of a body during the expulsion stage of the pulsed-jetting routine has been found to participate in the generation of thrust via the recovery of the fluid kinetic energy associated with the variation of added mass [130] . This phenomenon has been corroborated by the observation that periodic pulsation within the resonant window of the system allows for sustained oscillations, which in turn cancel the dumping effect of viscous drag [131] , together with the benefit of the reduction of frontal area and its implication on friction drag Table 6 . Examples of locomotion modalities that do not have a biological counterpart. The last row highlights, in a synthetic way, how soft components are exploited in this locomotion. Vibration-based locomotion uses radially oriented forces (with respect to the CoM) and anisotropic friction to perform directional locomotion. A simple implementation methodology is based on a rotating mass, which has the benefit of producing both the radial forces (in a periodic way) and variation in the friction force (due to the increase/decrease of the normal force exerted on the ground F n (t)).
Exploitation of deformable components for: Energy harvesting; adaptation for unstructured environment.
rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 14: 20170101 reduction. These assets are tightly coupled to the structurally compliant nature of the propelling body, which is one of the core capabilities of soft robots [1] . Experimental evidence of the role of added mass variation in the production of thrust [125] has confirmed that active control of aquatic deformable bodies may pave the way to the design of new kinds of underwater soft robots.
A final consideration is related to the peculiar rear inletrear outlet design. The efficiency of swimming is higher for the frontal inlet -rear outlet configuration (which is typical of salps), since no thrust opposite to the direction of motion is produced [4] . To the authors' knowledge, no soft robots have implemented this latter configuration to date.
Alternative modes of locomotion
Although the vast majority of mobile soft robots are to some extent inspired by animals, a small subset has no evident biological counterparts. Excluding unique kinds of locomotion, we report here two successful (based on performance and popularity) locomotion principles: deformation-induced locomotion and vibration-based locomotion. Eventually, we show some examples of soft-wheeled robots that employ origami or pneumatic systems to deform part of their body, but are based on traditional mobile locomotion principles.
The first category of deformation-induced locomotion is clearly represented by tensegrity robots. These machines are made of rigid rods suspended (or embedded) by compliant cables (e.g. nylon-covered rubber elastic cable) and actuated by servomotors [132] or linear actuators [133] . By morphing the body, the centre of mass (CoM) of the system is moved outside the polygon of support. This induces tilting of the robot, with a consequent advancement in space (table 6) . Further deformations move the CoM to the next position, allowing the robot to move in different directions. To explore the interaction between tensegrity robots and the environment, software design platforms were presented in [134] with the aim of exploiting these robots' abilities. Similarly, the jamming behaviour of a skin stuffed with granular material has been exploited to deform a soft ball-like robot and achieve omnidirectional locomotion [135] .
The second category encompasses vibrating robots that move thanks to a combination of changing force direction and anisotropic friction (table 6) . Basically, the vibration induces random motions of the body, which then selects a preferred direction based on the anisotropic friction. This locomotion was well described by a slip-stick model [136] : in this representation, the friction force was reduced due to the rotation of the mass, which pushed toward (or off ) the ground during half-rotation. Within this category, we can find beam-like robots that exploit resonance frequency to save energy [137] , adaptable balloon robots that can vary their vibration frequency and their shape to adapt to different substrates [138] , worm-like robots capable of vibration-based locomotion or two-anchor crawling [139, 140] and a multi-gait robot that is also capable of jumping [141] .
Finally, several kinds of soft wheels have been developed for robot locomotion. The fundamental locomotion principle is identical to wheeled mobile robots, with the peculiar features that wheels can vary in size, stiffness or shape [142] .
Conclusion and further perspectives
Locomotion requires appropriate interactions between a body and the environment. Traditionally manufactured robots use rigid links and accurate control of joints to reach a desired configuration; historically, mobile robots also used rigid components and accurate control to exert reaction forces that, eventually, moved the CoM of the robot. Soft robotics is challenging this traditional approach, which assumes nondeformable bodies, and is coherently redefining some of the principles which underpin robot locomotion.
This paper reports some of the locomotion mechanisms employed by soft robots that are mostly inspired by (or directly copied from) biology. Nature has evolved a heterogeneous reservoir of compliant mechanisms that enable (or enhance) some aspects of locomotion. Although examples of completely soft animals exist, and they have also been accurately mimicked by roboticists, the vast majority of robots take inspiration from certain aspects of biology, while avoiding undesired or overly complex ones. The level of abstraction can vary significantly, from conceptual ), of the types of soft robots presented in this paper. The speed of jumping robots is computed as the maximum achievable range (i.e. resulting from 458 jumps) divided by the sum of jumping and charging times.
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By comparing the different locomotion modalities, we can highlight the recurrent benefit of energy management. This advantage is shared among all kinds of locomotion, either in the form of energy accumulation [84, 103] , energy release with different timings [63] , exploitation of resonant components [50, 137] or recovery of fluidic energy [130] . Another quantitative advantage is found when forces that provide (or go against) locomotion are shape-dependent. In flying or swimming gaits, where lift and drag forces directly depend on the shape of the vehicle or of the thrusters (either fins, wings or chambers), a morphing body could increase performance [88] , decrease energy consumption [131] , serve as a computational resource [144] and avoid flow disturbances [79] .
Conversely, a deformable body is an enabling technology for the locomotion of crawling [11] , vibrating [138] and tensegrity robots [133] . In these cases, there are qualitative advantages related to reduction of damage [29] , deformability to access congested environments [145] , and intrinsically safe interaction with the environment [27] .
The speed of soft robots, expressed in body length per second, varies significantly, according to the gait that is employed (figure 2). Even though the robots shown were not purposely designed to optimize this feature, they appear clustered by mean speed. Friction-based gaits (i.e. crawling and vibration) are among the slowest forms of locomotion employed, whereas running, jumping and flying are among the fastest. Walking and swimming are intermediate between these border categories.
Although this paper reviews principles of locomotion of soft robots, some of these principles are shared with traditional mobile robots. Moreover, the boundary between traditional robotics and soft robotics is narrowing, since most traditional robots have started to employ soft robotics technologies. Conversely, when mock-up realistic scenarios are proposed, the most effective mobile soft robots still often rely on traditional locomotion modalities [146] , such as deformable wheels. As a matter of fact, no mobile soft robots have yet competed in traditional robotics competitions, such as RoboCup Search and Rescue [147] , the DARPA Robotic challenge [148] or euRathlon [149] . This could highlight a significant discrepancy between the benefits of soft robotics technologies and the reliability required in actual competition scenarios. The field is growing at an exceedingly fast pace, however, with an interest in the scientific community that could eventually lead to a new generation of mobile robots.
Soft robotics is paving the way toward novel robotenvironment relationships, where the results of an action are dynamic among the control, the body and the environment. With this paper, we have reported the more recent or remarkable results obtained, and we have attempted to unveil, in a synthetic yet useful way, the principles of locomotion of such robots. By keeping in mind these fundamentals of locomotion and the advantages that can be obtained by employing soft technologies, researchers in mobile robotics could design improved machines that will push the exploration capability of current robots forward.
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